THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
Chinese clients, mutual jealousy prevented any basic understanding,
There could have been no greater contrast than this to the Chinese idea
of solidarity and association.
Export houses revealed the same symptoms. Their lack of solidarity
made them victims of the better organized Chinese. The latter had a
fine technique. Instead of buying merchandise with the money advanced
to them they decamped, or they claimed to be opening a store so as to
persuade the import houses to give them merchandise on credit. Then
these same men would get money advanced to them by the export
bouses by promising to deliver an order for rice or pepper. Thus they
had both money and merchandise without giving any serious guarantee
for either. The Chinese have a talent for disappearing suddenly at con-
venient intervals. Enough Chinese have been eliminated in this way
to cause a serious void. Their organization was invaluable for financing
the crops and for getting the rice from the interior to Cholon, The
Chinese who remained in the colony were driven more and more to
speculation to try to recover their losses, so it was only a question
of time before they went bankrupt. A sincere effort has been made
by both the French and Chinese to cut down their expenses. Many
costly French clerks have been repatriated, and the Chinese have done
the same with their innumerable relatives.
The year 1928 marks the high point in Indo-China's external com-
merce. From that year to 1932 it diminished 63 per cent. The following
year an improvement was noted, due to a mitigation of the tariff regime
and commercial treaties made with Far Eastern countries.
The government's role in regulating Indo-Chinese comroezoe is
twofold: in internal commerce the state does as it pleases; and in
foreign commerce it can make treaties and wrestle with Metropolitan
industrialists. Government control of internal trade did not become
effective until fairly recently. For long* Asiatic merchants could keep
their books as they pleased, and with the Chinese this meant accounts
written in characters and in a form that defied exai&inatioa by French
officials. Their complaints, at the prospect of state coatrol, evoked
comter-complaints in the Chinese press, which dainaed that the secrets
of their compatriots* commercial success would be revealed by state
inspections. Chettys produced the same objections, with the added
argument that they were never debtors or bankrupt^ but always creditors
in the colony, hence an asset. A igzj edict enforcing the keeping rf
commercial books in Latin letters and Arabic numerals was cmsidbPiBd
fay the Fr^Qtch colonials • ^s not straotg enough, mid fay the €3ts»eie 39
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